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Eighteenth-Century Characters
2007-01-24

eighteenth century characters offers a concise introduction to the
eighteenth century using characters as its starting point elaine m
mcgirr presents contextualized readings of stock characters from
canonical and popular literature such as the rake and the fop the
country gentleman the good woman the coquette and the prude
the country maid and the town lady the catholic the protestant
and the british other each chapter explores how a character s
significance and role changes over the century illustrating and
explaining radical shifts in taste ideology and style also featuring
illustrations a chronology and a helpful bibliography and further
reading section this essential guide will provide students with the
necessary background to understand the period s literature and to
embark on further study

The History of England
1775

using britannia as a central figure this book explores the neglected
relationship between women church and nation drawing on a
wealth of manuscript printed and graphic material emma major
argues that britannia became established as an emblem of nation
from 1688 and gained in importance over the following century

Wallaces' Farmer and Dairyman
2000

campaigns for moral reform were a recurrent and distinctive
feature of public life in later georgian and victorian england anti
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slavery temperance charity organisation cruelty prevention social
purity advocates and more all promoted their causes through
mobilisation of citizen volunteer support this 2004 book sets out to
explore the world of these volunteer networks their foci of concern
their patterns of recruitment their methods of operation and the
responses they aroused in its exploration of this culture of self
consciously altruistic associational effort the book provides a
systematic survey of moral reform movements as a distinct
tradition of citizen action over this period as well as casting light
on the formation of a middle class culture torn in this stage of
economic and political nation building between acceptance of a
market organised society and unease about the cultural
consequences of doing so this is a revelatory book that is both
compelling and accessible

Union Agriculturist and Western Prairie
Farmer
2000-03

the first comprehensive examination of the social contract s role in
american political development traces the history of the contract
the closest thing we have to a common philosophy from its role in
the founding up to current day debates and charts its rise and
demise in influence over american political thought

Madam Britannia
2012

this study locates the philosophical origins of the anglo american
political and constitutional tradition in the philosophical theological
and political controversies in seventeenth century england by
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examining the quarrel it identifies the source of modern liberal
republican and conservative ideas about natural rights and
government in the seminal works of the exclusion whigs locke
sidney and tyrrell and their philosophical forebears hobbes grotius
spinoza and pufendorf this study illuminates how these first whigs
and their diverse eighteenth century intellectual heirs such as
bolingbroke montesquieu hume blackstone otis jefferson burke
and paine contributed to the formation of anglo american political
and constitutional theory in the crucial period from the glorious
revolution through to the american revolution and the creation of a
distinctly american understanding of rights and government in the
first state constitutions

Making English Morals
2004-06-24

starting with the analysis of the diary kept by constantijn huygens
jr in the second half of the 17th century this book sketches a
panoramic view of life among dutch regents and at the court of
william and mary including an eyewitness account of the glorious
revolution and highlighting themes such as scientific progress
book and art collecting

The Social Contract in America
2007

robert walpole foiled the atterbury plot by preventive arrests and
holding those he suspected illegally without bail or trial when
parliament met and the habeas corpus act was suspended he used
show trials decided by votes along party lines and depending on
forged evidence to curb the tory party to reuinted the whig party
and to consolidate his hold on power rich in new material this book
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unravels for the first time the scale and international dimension of
a plot which posed the most serious challenge to the hanoverian
regime before the 45 rebellion

The Politics of Liberty in England and
Revolutionary America
2004-07-26

this work provides a sweeping history of enterprise in
mesopotamia and neo babylon carries the reader through the
islamic middle east offers insights into the entrepreneurial history
of china japan and colonial india and describes the crucial role of
the entrepreneur in innovation activity in the western world

Family, Culture and Society in the Diary
of Constantijn Huygens Jr, Secretary to
Stadholder-King William of Orange
2013-06-15

this book contains major contributions on dante machiavelli a six
part series on the self directed creative evolution of the human
species a ten part series on benjamin franklin and other works its
theme is the creativity and nobility of the human identity man the
discoverer man the inventor man the composer it stands in
contrast to the bestial view of humanity which is now rampant in
our culture

The Atterbury Plot
2004-08-18
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the bible was by any measure the most important book in early
modern england it preoccupied the scholarship of the era and
suffused the idioms of literature and speech political ideas rode on
its interpretation and deployed its terms it was intricately related
to the project of natural philosophy and it was central to daily life
at all levels of society from parliamentarian to preacher from the
boy that driveth the plough famously invoked by tyndale to
women across the social scale it circulated in texts ranging from
elaborate folios to cheap catechisms it was mediated in numerous
forms as pictures songs and embroideries and as proverbs
commonplaces and quotations bringing together leading scholars
from a range of fields the oxford handbook of the bible in early
modern england 1530 1700 explores how the scriptures served as
a generative motor for ideas and a resource for creative and
political thought as well as for domestic and devotional life
sections tackle the knotty issues of translation the rich range of
early modern biblical scholarship bible dissemination and
circulation the changing political uses of the bible literary
appropriations and responses and the reception of the text across
a range of contexts and media where existing scholarship focuses
typically on tyndale and the king james bible of 1611 the oxford
handbook of the bible in england 1530 1700 goes further tracing
the vibrant and shifting landscape of biblical culture in the two
centuries following the reformation

The Invention of Enterprise
2012-02-26

describes the early history of new jersey including native
americans european explorers and colonists and events leading up
to and during the american revolution
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California Farmer
2000

since the invention of the first working laser in 1960 development
of these devices has progressed at an unprecedented rate to the
extent that the laser is now a common part of everyday life from
the semiconductor laser used in cd players and telecommunication
systems to the high power eximer lasers used in manufacturing
processes this book tra

The Wrongs of Man Exemplified; Or, An
Enquiry Into the Origin, the Cause, and
the Effect, of Superstition, Conquest,
and Exaction, Separate and United
1838

of the many treatises written in italy during the counter
reformation none is more illustrative of the intellectual
fermentation of the period than comanini s work on the purpose of
painting il figino overo del fine della pittura 1591 although the
importance of il figino has long been recognized the text has
remained largely inaccessible to many scholars throughout the
world this first complete english translation will make the work
available to those readers for the first time in il figino comanini
addresses all of the most hotly debated aesthetic issues of the
time drawing on an array of classical medieval and renaissance
sources including plato aristotle horace mazzoni tasso and paleotti
the editor and translator provide copious notes which clarify
comanini s aesthetic and theological references as well as a lucid
introduction that places the issues and debates in context
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comanini s impressive erudition makes his treatise an excellent
barometer of the state of scholarship in the counter reformation
era this translation is a long overdue addition to the field of
renaissance studies

The Wrongs of Man Exemplified ...
1838

this book is the latest contribution to a unique series in a common
format documenting in great detail the warships of the major
naval powers during the age of sail to date four volumes have
covered the british navy two have been devoted to the french
navy and one each to the dutch and russian navies this volume on
the spanish navy for much of its history the third largest in the
world fills the final gap in the ranks of the major maritime powers
this book is the first comprehensive listing of these ships in english
and covers the development of all the naval vessels owned or
deployed by spain during the period of the bourbon monarchy
from 1700 to 1860 including the period of french control during
the napoleonic wars but it also sets the scene for that period by
summarizing the origins of spanish naval development under the
preceding habsburg regime as with previous volumes in the series
the main chapters list all the naval vessels from 1700 onwards
including those 16th century ships which survived into the new
regime in 1700 by type with the first chapters listing the ships of
the line navíos in spanish terminology and frigates in descending
order of firepower and subsequent chapters covering minor and
ancillary vessels where available a brief service history of each
individual ship is given a comprehensive introductory section
includes a group of background essays designed to provide the
reader with a deep understanding of how spanish naval forces
operated and the context within which they were organized certain
to become the standard english language reference work its
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publication is of the utmost importance to every naval historian
and general reader interested in the navies of the sailing era

The Westminster Review
1833

percy bysshe shelley s utopian vision was largely a product of the
tumultuous final quarter of the eighteenth century when the
american french and industrial revolutions profoundly changed the
way in which social political and economic relationships were
viewed in a brighter morn noted shelley scholars identify the
qualities of this unique brand of utopianism which was a complex
and frequently conflicted blend of the personal poetical and
political realms this collection of essays sorts through these
perplexities and discords exploring shelleyan utopianism in a
variety of contexts place and placelessness time and timelessness
publicity and privacy and physicality and spirituality and
concluding with a snapshot of the western psyche at a crucial
point in its development

Hidden in Plain Sight
2024-03-26

many historians consider the peace of westphalia which ended the
thirty years war in 1648 to mark a watershed in european
international relations it is generally agreed that westphalia
brought to an end more than a century of religious conflicts and
marked the beginning of a new era in which secular power politics
was the prime motivating factor in international relations and
warfare the purpose of this volume is to question this assumption
and reconceptualise the relationship between war foreign policy
and religion during the period 1648 to 1713 some of the
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contributions to the volume directly challenge the idea that
religion ceased to play a role in war and foreign policy others
confirm the traditional view that religion did not play a dominant
role after 1648 but seek to re evaluate its significance and thereby
redefine religious influences on policy in this period by exploring
this issue from various perspectives the volume offers a unique
opportunity to reassess the influence of religion in international
politics it also yields deeper insights into concepts of secularisation
and complements the research of many social and cultural
historians who have begun to challenge the idea of a decline in the
influence of religion in domestic politics and society by matching
the relationship between conflict and religion with this scholarship
a more nuanced appreciation of the european situation begins to
emerge

The Oxford Handbook of the Bible in
Early Modern England, c. 1530-1700
2015-08-27

New Jersey
2005

The History of the Laser
2004-10-01
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The Figino, Or, On the Purpose of
Painting
2001-01-01

The History of England by Hume and
Smollett. (The History of England, from
the Invasion of Julius Caesar to the
Revolution in 1688. By D. Hume.
Regent's Edition.-The History of
England, from the Revolution in 1688,
to the Death of George the Second.
Designed as a Continuation of Hume.
By T. Smollett. Regent's Edition.).
1819

Spanish Warships in the Age of Sail,
1700–1860
2023-05-30

Didactics: Social, Literary, and Political
1836
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The History of England from the
Invasion of Julius Cæsar to the
Revolution in 1688
1828

The History of England, from the
Invasion of Julius Caesar to the
Revolution in 1688 ...
1824

A Brighter Morn
2003

War and Religion after Westphalia,
1648–1713
2016-03-03

The History of England, from the
Invasion of Julius Caesar to the
Revolution in 1688 ... By David Hume ..
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A New Edition, Corrected. To which is
Added, a Complete Index
1775

New England Farmer
2000

Combining Grain in Weed-free Fields
1929

New Word-analysis, Or, School
Etymology of English Derivative Words
1879

The history of England, from the
invasion of Julius Cæsar to the
revolution in 1688. 5 vols. [in 9. The
plates are dated 1797 to 1806].
1812
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The History of England, from the
Invasion of Julius Cæsar to the
Revolution in 1688. In Eight Volumes
1807

The History of England, from the
Invasion of Julius Caesar to the
Revolution in 1688. In Eight Volumes,
Illustrated with Plates. By David Hume,
Esq. Vol. 1. (-8.)
1791

The History of England from the
Invasion of Julius Caesar to the
Revolution in 1688 In Eight Volumes,
Illustrated with Plates ; By David
Hume, Esq. ; A New Edition, with the
Author's Last Corrections and
Improvements, To which is Prefixed A
Short Account of His Life, Written by
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Himself
1789

Trial of Andrew Johnson: Arguments
and final vote
1868

Trial of Andrew Johnson, President of
the United States, Before the Senate of
the United States
1868

Trial of Andrew Johnson
1868

Trial of Andrew Johnson, President of
the United States, Before the Senate of
the United States, on Impeachment by
the House of Representatives for High
Crimes and Misdemeanors
1868
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